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12,1 (1971) 
ON DESCRIPTIVE CLASSIFICATION OF SET-FUNCTORS I . 
Vera TRNKOVA, Praha 
The aim of the present paper is to study set-functors 
(functors from the category $ of all sets into itself) 
in some detail, with respect to preserving of limits of se­
veral types of diagrams (equalizers, sets of fixed points, 
preimages, intersections, products and so on). Also, some 
notions and proof from T9J» [10J are modified and generali­
zed. 
The paper has eight parts. In the first one the known 
definitions, facts and conventions are recalled. In the se­
cond one the distinguished pair of a functor is defined and 
some easy consequences are proved. 
The categorial definitions of the preservation of preimages, 
finite intersections, sets of fixed points and their equi­
valent forms expressed by means of sets are given in the 
third part. The following two parts contain auxiliary pro­
positions. In the fourth one, the functors without non-tri­
vial separating subfunctors are considered, in the fifth 
one the heredity of the preserving of limits, and its "con­
verse", is investigated. In the sixth part special functors 
are considered. The main results are proved in the last two 
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parts, in the seventh and the eighth ones. Namely, we give 
a characterization of functors preserving preimages, equa-
lizers, pull back diagrams, separating systems up to AU> 
(see III.9), products up to AH, 9 limits up to ^ , rela-
tions between these properties and many examples. 
An investigation of preserving of coequalizers, push 
out diagrams, finite colimits etc. will follow soon in the 




1.1. Set-theoretic conventions: 
a) As usual, an ordinal number oc is the set of all 
ordinal numbers fb < oC $ thus, 0 =• 0 , Ass C0J, 1 -» iO, 1} 
etc. Cardinal numbers are the initial ordinal numbers. 
b) If X is a set, the symbola I9L , &x designate 
the mappings *#x : 0 —> X , # : X —* 4 j thus, 
^4 * &6 # ^x : * ~~* 2 or v\ - X —+ 1 are 
the constant mappings on 0 or 4 respectively. The iden-
tical mapping of X onto itself will be denoted by <LdLx . 
c) As usual, a mapping f : X —• Tf is said to be an 
injection if f Cx) -4= ?(*}') whenever x 4=- ty , surjec-
tion if f CX ) « y f inclusion if f (x) ** x for all 
X 6 X . 
1.2. If X is a category, then X*" denotes the clasa 
of its objects, K'wv the claaa of its morphisma-. If 
- 1H ~ 
a, tr € K* then K (<%,&) denotes the set of all 
morphisms of K from CL to Mr . 
1.3. The category of sets (the empty set included) and all 
their mappings will be denoted by S . 3 * is the ca-
tegory of all non-empty sets and all their mappings. 
1.4. Throughout this paper the word "functor" means always 
a covariant functor from S to S . 
1.5. Let P , M be sets, J(i : P —> M a mapping. Then 
C„ „ is the functor H given by formulas 
H(0) « P and if X 4= 0 , then KC**X } = ^ f 
H O O = M , HCf) » -uiM whenever f ; X -+ Y . 
If P c M and ..ft is the inclusion, we write simply 
C_ . '. if, moreover, P as M . we write CM . 
P, M " 
1.6. The identical functor of S onto itself will be de-
noted by I , If M is a set, we put fl (~) s SCM., — ) . 
Thus, Q0 is naturally equivalent to £L . 
1.7. The functor C0 is called trivial, the other functors 
are called non-trivial. If H is non-trivial then H(X) 4* 
4s 0 whenever X 4- 0 . The domain-range-restriction of 
H to S * will be denoted by H * -, thus, H*; S*-* S* . 
1.8. A functor Q is called a subfunctor of a functor H 
if G ( X ) c H C X ) for every set X and the inclusions 
form a transformation of G in H . The expression in func-
tors : 
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means: H f H^ , Hx are functors> H^ and H^ are 
subfunctors of H and HtX) « H^ <X) u H a (X ) 
for every set X . The expression in functors (J ~ fy n <»2 
is obvious* 
1.9. Natural equivalence of functors will be denoted by 
— . G is said to be a factor, functor of R if the-
re is an epitransformation y> : H -* 6 . 
1.10. Disjoint union of functors: let 3 be a set, H^ 
be functors; we shall write H « V H, iff H * U G 
Cw ~ H u for every c e J and if i>, t'e J, c 4> J , 
then <xL o Gc, « C, . 
1.11. A functor H ia called connected if ccuui Hi 4) =s 4 < 
Maximal connected subfunctors of a functor are called its 
components. If H ia a non-trivial functorf put H ^ ( X ) =• 
» L H ( f „ )T4(<*>) for every a e Hi 4) . then H ^ is a 
component of H and H % , & „ , H a - ^ w ) H a . 
1.12. If H ia a functor and f 4- i^ is an injection 
(or a aurjection), then H (*f ) ia alao an injection (or 
a aurjection, reapectively) (see £8l>* H ( i ^ ) need not 
be injections, of course. 
sion, we shall write. H ( A ) x inatead of LHU)1 (HCA)) 
1.13. It H ia a functor and -t s A —* X ia an inclu-
!
Thus, H < A ) X <= H ( X ) , 
1.14. For every functor it hoIda: 
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i f A , B c X , A r > B * 0 , then HCA n B )^ * H CA)X A 
n H C B ) x (see CIO], Proposition 2.1). 
1.15. A functor H is said to be separating (see L9J) 
i f A , B c X , A n B » 0 implies HCA>x ^ H ( B ) x = 0 . 
Every functor H may be expressed as H * H^ v H^ whe-
re H . is separating and H ^ has no non-trivial sepa-
rating subfunctor (see L93 f Statement 4.3). 
1.16. Let H be a functor, x € H C X ) . Then H<iiX> is 
the subfunctor G of H defined by G cy)-=* it H Cf )3 Cx) ; 
f ; X -• Y ? for Y + 0 , <? C0) s f a. e H C 0 ) j 
I.HC<*x)]Ca) - x i
 X ) . 
II. 
11.1. Definition: Let H be a functor, x e H C X ) . A pair 
< x , X > will he called distinguished iff CH^ x > ) * -* C* . 
11.2. Proposition: For every x € H C 0 ) , <x , 0 > is dis-
tinguished. 
Proof: It is evident. 
Note: Thus, if H is separating, then H C0) » 0 . 
11.3. Lemma: Let X -*» 0 , x 6 H C X ) . < x , X > is dis-
tinguished iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
a) EHCfHCx) * x for mil f ; X —• X % 
hi LHCtrpJCx) - LHC<tr<)3Cx) . 
x) The definition of _HL^v..*.. differs from that given in 
1103 in tb» value G (0) 
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Note: If cwui X «• A then a) holds t r i v i a l l y . I f 
tauidL X -» i , a) imp l ies b ) . 
Proof: I f X 4* 0 and < .x , X> i s d i s t ingu i shed , 
then a) b) hold t r i v i a l l y . Conversely, l e t a ) , b ) hold . We 
have to prove that t HC^)l(x) » £H(&>* >J (* ) for eve-
ry 9,, ^ { X - ^ y , Put Q, s UL(0.x)3(x)7 Ar**tHC9')JCx) , 
ir" ** LR($' ) ] ( * > * Choose an Jh, * 4 - * X . Evident ly , 
x « CH ( j k ) ] ( a , ) . I f ^ o l t . ^ i i , then J!r * * \ i f 
a- *? Jhx -# g.' o Jh, , there e x i s t s an £ ; £ — - > y with 
^ o ,fc, -= 1 " / , 9 % 4v -*.£-> tr* . Consequently, £r « 
rrCK(^*^>] (a / ) .= C H ( £ * ^ ) J elKilor^ )}(a,) * CHC^'* iUJfa,} = ^», 
I I . 4 . Proposit ion: Let H be a functor, A ,3 c X , / A n 
r \ B = j2! . Then for every X £ H ( A ) X n HCB). . the pair 
< x . X > i s d i s t i n g u i s h e d . 
Proof: The propos i t ion holds t r i v i a l l y for A ~ 0 or 
3 s 0 . Let X £ be non empty, l e t x e H C A) n 
nH(B)x , Consequently x « CH UA )1 (S> * tH(i^)l(%) 
for some a e H (A ) , 2f e H ( B ) , where <A .' A ~» X ? 
-t, : £ —> X are the i n c l u s i o n s . Choose a e A , -&• e 
e £ and denote by a : 1 —> A or c ^ •• 4 —• 3 the 
constant mappings onto ct or -#* , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Let to* ; 
, x —» A and j(/ ; X —> £ be mappings with /tA o <£ -
Since ^ « ^ » 3 ^ , ^ o ^ « ^ ^ we have /y. * LHCfyttCx)* 
a C H ( ^ > 3 ( i > « C H ( ^ > ] ( P > . I h e n E H C c ^ J C ^ ) - C M C ^ ^ f l C * ) -
* CH ( ^ * * . B ) 3 ( ^ > « C H U 4 > H x > ~ C H ( * A * y K & > ~ E and 
analogously C H ( c ^ > J ( ^ > » .-? . Let Jv ; 2 —* X be the 
mapping with iA • C^ « H • ir^, -i^ « C^ * Ji* * ir* . We 
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have x m CHC^to v>° )l(fy) ** £H(h, *v* )!(<%>) - H CH) is 
an injection and hence CH Ctf )1 (y.> « CHC/irJ )J C#.) , 
Thus, ^if-, 4> is distinguished. Since x = EHC-#i-o arj )K^J, 
< x ̂  JC > is also distinguished. 
11.5. Definition. A distinguished pair <x9 X> of a func-
tor H will be called regular if there is an a* c H ( 0 ) 
with CH(i^ x)3Ca/) * * x . A functor H will be cal-
le<* regular if every its distinguished pair is regular. 
11.6. Propotision: A functor H is regular iff H(A)% n 
n HCB)X m HCA n 3 ) x for all X , A c X , 3 c X , 
Proof: If A n 3 -=f- 0 , then every functor satisfies the 
equality. If A n 3 m 0 t use the previous proposition. 
III. 
111.1. An equalizer of morphisma f, 9- will be denoted by 
am, m eq, (-Pt 9.) . 
Definition: A functor H is said to preserve seta of 
fixed points if H (<m>) *- e & C H C f ) , H C 9* >) whenever 
cfft = e^Cf, 9.) and f is a monomorphianu 
111.2. Proposition: A functor H preserves equalizers iff x' 
a) all HCi? ) are injections; 
b) HCA)X « <x e HCX)- ZHCDllz) « tHC+.)U*)f 
for every f, 9, : X —» Y , where A »* <x e JC ; f Cx) m <$,(*)} . 
x) The functors preserving difference kernels are defined in 
[10J as those that satisfy b). Thus, this notion differs 
from preserving equalizers defined purely categorially. 
Proof is evident. 
III.3. Proposition: A functor H preserves sets of fixed 
points iff 
a) all H C ^ X ) are injections; 
b) i f 4 ; X-+X 9 A * ix e X ; 4 (x) -» x f , then 
HCA)X « iz e HCX) 5 CHC-mc*) ** z } . 
Proof: I. Let H preserve sets of fixed points. Then 
a) evidently holds because it is easy to find mappings -F , 
tyf 4 monomorphism, with & ss BQ(4 , g* ) . If 4 : X —> 
~» X is a mapping , A s -{.x fi I ; l ( . x ) = ,x ? , I : 
: A —> X is the inclusion, then -tt « e£, (4 f 1&X 1 , 
consequently H C i ) ~ eg, CHC-P) f id ) . This implies 
HCA) X =r <* e HCX) j CH C4)l (*) « * J . 
II. Let H 4s C0 satisfy a),b). Let f, 9. ; X ~+ y 
be mappings, 4 a monomorphism. If X =• 0 then 4 ~ $.', 
consequently H Ce<£ C-r% 9^)) » fcfcCHCf), HCg*),). Let X 
be non-empty. 
1) If either <^(X) c 4(X) or ĉ  is non-constant, we 
can choose a mapping Jh, t Y —• X such that K ° 4- -=• idL% 
and M, * fy(x) » «X iff 4 (x) ** <$*(*) . Put A • <J< € X ; 
fCx) * q,(x)1,3** { z e K C X ) ; C H W 3 C * ) » CHC9.).] (z) } . 
One can prove that K C A ) ^ » 3 . 
2) Let g- be a constant mapping on t^0 e Y - 4 (X ) . Then 
t5L-sre5,C*r,,9-). We may suppose H connected. It is 
sufficient to consider the following cases: 
a) H is separating. Then necessarily C H C-f ) J CH (X )) n 
r% E H..< 9,)} (H (X )) ** 0 - Consequently, H C t»x ) « ̂ x * 
* e^CHC^), HCg,» . 
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b) H has no nontrivial separating subfunctor. The equa-
lity HC<#X) are^CHCf) , HC9,)) will be proved 
if we prove 
oc) £ H (l) ] (*) » LH ($*)!(&) for at most one 
point x e H ( X ) 5 
ft) H ( 0 ) * /* • 
oc) follows ̂easily from the fact that <%, factors 
through £ : X —• 4 and HC-P) is a monomorphism. To 
prove ft ), use the fact that there is a monotransformation 
(U. ; C*— ¥ H* • Consequently> the mapping H (tr) has a 
fixed point, where v: 2 —+ 2, v(0) m A 9 <w CI) -» 0 . Thus, 
0 » f.x € 2 ; irCx) m *l ,HC0)%~ iz, 9 HC1).; 
lH(v)l(x,)*z} 4* 0 f oonseqwntly HC0) # 0 . 
I I I .4 . Convention: The diagram 
9-2 
will be designated by ( * ' *• ) . 
Definition: A functor H is said to preserve preimages 
(or to preserve finite intersections ) if 
/ H C V , H(%)\ i 8 a pullback diagram whenever (*****) 
^H(ft> , H(9lV W* , ^ / 
is a pullback and 9^ is a monomorphism (or 9- and 9̂ . 
are monomarphisms, respectively). 
III.5. Proposition: A functor H preserves finite intersec-
sections iff 
~1S{ -
a) all H (*&).) are monomorphisms; 
b) H is regular. 
Proof: Let H preserve finite intersections* If X 
is a set, choose a set V -# 0 with X n Y *> 0 and deno-
te by 4K - X —* X u Y , 4,y s Y —* X u Y the inclu-
sions. Since ( ^ ' * } is a pull-back diagram, 
U y , ly I 
(H(<&K) 9 H(iK)\ . „, • •. 
* ) is, too. Consequently, Jf ( v j is a 
I H C ^ ) , H C * y ) / * 
monomorphism and, choosing X + 0 , we see easily that eve-
ry distinguished pair of H is regular* If H satisfies a), 
b), it clearly preserves finite intersections. 
III-6. Lemma: If f . X —• .X is an injection, 3 c Y , 
A » f^CB) 9 then every functor H preserving finite pro-
ducts satisfiea H {A ) x » CHCf)3^ CH CB) y ) . 
Proof: It is evident. 
III#7« .Proposition: !Ehe following properties of a functor 
H are equivalent: 
(i) H preserves preimages; 
(ii) H preserves finite intersections and if f s X —* Y 
is a surjeetion, B c Y , then HCf-<CB))x * ITHCf >r
1CHCB)y)5 
(iii) all H C<#̂  ) are monomorphisma and if f ; X —*> Y 
is a mapping, B c Y , then HC-f^CB)^- CHC* )J^CHCB)y ), 
Proof: is easy. Use the well known fact that a diagram 
where A> is an injection, is a pullback diagram iff K 
is an injection and tc (A) ** f"1 C/n C3)) . 
III.8. Definition; Let AW, be an infinite cardinal, H 
a functor. We shall say that H preservee intersection 
up to 44*- if all H(n^x ) are monomorphisma and H (Y )^ ~ 
« O H(X r f) v whenever X~ c X for all oc e A , 
y * n , x . . co^d. A -< AM> 
ecm A * ' 
III-'9. Definition: A couple < X 3 f 9^ j oc e A ! > is cal-
led a separating system if all g^ are mappings with do-
main X and they are collectionwise monomorphic, i.e. for 
every x , ^ € X, X 4* n^ there exists oc e A such that 
Definition: Let /**<* be an infinite cardinal. We shall 
say that a functor H preservee separating systems (or 
products) up to MP if <HCX); iHCg^) 5 oc e A I > is 
a separating system (or product) whenever.cojcd A <• AH* and 
(X.}i<f<3C*f <xeA3> is a separating system (or product, 
respectively). 
III. 10. Note: 1) Evidently, if H preservee products up to 
AH> , it preservee separating systems up to A*4» . 
2) The preserving of separating systems differs from 
the preserving of subdirect products only in the value of 
H at 0 (see £10.1, Note 5,4). 
3) We say that H preservee finite (or countable) pro-
ducts or separating systems instead of saying that it pre-
serves them up to $0 (or up to K. , respectively). 
- If J -
Ill.11. Proposition: If a functor preserves finite inter-
sections and finite separating systems, it preserves equa-
lizers. 
Proof: Let H be a functor which preserves finite 
intersections and finite separating systems. Let *, 9̂  : 
t X —* y be mappings, /m, -= e o ^ C f . , ^ ) . Let 
< X x Y,<JTX, #J) be the product of X and y. Let 
f, 9̂  : X —> X x y be the mappings with tfrx © T = ldx, 
try o 7 =. f f srx o £ m ldx , *ry o cf, * p. . since / "*' ' _ J 
is a pull-back diagram and T ? ̂ . are injectiona, 
/HCmt)-KC7) \ 
' ' i s also a pull-back diagram. Thus UK**) , HCgl) 
HOmO* ejtCKCf), HC9J) and, since <HCX x y)-, <H CtrK ) , 
H (JTy )) > is a separating system, HC<m,)=* e%CHCf),HC<fr)). 
III.12. Proposition: Let AM, be an infinite cardinal. Let 
a functor H preserve finite intersections and separating 
systems up to ..# . Then H preserves intersections up to 
AH, -
Proof: Let % c e*fi* X , cxvocL Z ** 44+.. It. Y * Z , 
denote by *£ $ y ~ * X" the inclusion. Put I, * C\ Y 
and denote by <C : L *"~* X the inclusion. Choose mappings 
fy t 9V * * * J*y w i t h ŷ * e4^y? fy J • L e t 
< M 5 < f̂ • y € 2 f > be a product of the collection 
< My 5 y € Z i 1 denote by -f 7 ^ • X —f M the map-
pings with *ry © f .«». fy , sry * 9, - $y for_ a l l Y e 
e JS . Then -^ » € - ^ C # , ^ ) . Since H preserves equa-
l izers (see I I I .11) , HCi^) m e^CHC*) , HC9.)) , 
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H U y ) - e<i CHCfy) ,HC&y ) ) . Since <HOA); f HC*ry ) 5 
Y e Z$ > i s a separating system, H (*t ) i s an equalizer 
of the collection i < H Cfy) , H (q?y) > 5 Y 6 X 1 . 
Consequently HCi,),, =* H HCY),. . 
IV. 
As recalled in 1.15, every functor is a disjoint union 
of a separating functor and a functor without non-trivial 
separating subfunctor• Thus, the preserving properties may 
be considered separatedly for separating functors and for 
those functors without non-trivial separating, subfunctor. 
The latter is given in the present part. 
IV.1. Lemma: Let i> s I * — * H * be an epitransformation, 
which is not a natural equivalence. Then H* — C* • 
Proof: It is evident. 
IV.2. Lemma: Let a functor H have no non-trivial separa-
ting subfunctor. Let there be an epitransformation -0 s 
. (j* — • H* m if || preserves either preimages or equali-
zers or finite separating systems, then H * ~ C* 
Proof: If oasuA, X « A , the statement is evident. 
Let Csojvdi X > 4 , put a -. -px ̂ ^ x * *
 B y ^emml1 I V # 1 
if_ f, 9. J X — • Y/ mre. constant mappings, then vy Cf) « 
» )>y (9.) -» ir . Clearly, it ia aufficient to prove 
a, - *rx . 
a) Let H preserve preimagee: l*t h. : X — • 1 be 
the constant mapping onto 1 e. 2 . Put B » (01 c 2 . 
Then H'A CB) - 0 , H (0 ) x - CH Clt,)]-'' CH (B^) . However, 
- IS* -
H C B ) a - s C . l ^ f and Jtr% - i>£ (Jh,) - *>2 <*• • ldx ) m 
m )>2Ci:$*(Jh,)l(u£K))m ZHCH)1 Co.) and consequently 
a , € H C 0 ) x c C 4 ^ l . 
b) Let H preserve equa l i zers : l e t f0$ ^ ; X —• 2 
be the constant mappings on 0 or 4 , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then 
4 m e% C4Q , f, ) , consequently H <1>X ) * e$,<K <f0 ) , H C^ )) . 
But CHCf0)Kcu)-r » 2 < y ~ -«£ * ^ C f f ) - C H C f f ) 3 C a ) and 
consequently a- e H C0 )^ c { SlrK ? . 
c) Let H preserve f i n i t e separating systems: put 
Y * X x X , l e t an , fll : y —* X be the p r o j e c t i o n s . 
Choose x 1 , x 2 € X , *„- + x 2 . Let ^ , -f̂  : X —* Y be 
the mappings with tr o 4^ m JT- • 4 « ixi f l e t *r̂  © 4 
or ft o f be the constant mapping onto ,x or * , r e s -
p e c t i v e l y . Put Cj * *>y C * ) , c 2 « n>y CfA) . Since 
EKCfljmc, .)- ^CJJJ o f , ) * J0JJ • * > x < V
f A } « C H C ^ ) J C c 4 ) 
and £HC^)Kc 1 ) » J-HC^XJ Cc£) - then n e c e s s a r i l y ĉ  » c ± . 
Let i. : y —• X be a mapping such that JL * 4 i s a con-
s t a n t , Z o 4 m id. . Then 
a, - »*<*<**> « »x CI* 4X) m CHCDlCc^ * 
m-lHCl)2Cc4) » ^ C £ * ^ ) = 4^ . 
IV.3. Note: The statement is false for functors, preserving 
sets of fixed points only. 
IV.4. Proposition: Let H have no non-trivial separating 
subfunctor. 
If H preserves either preimages or equalizers, then 
H - * C M : 
If H preserves finite separating systems, tnenH °^^m* 
- 15$ --
If H preserves finite products, then either H m C0 or 
H * C0>, or H -* C, . 
Proof: follows easily by IV. 2. 
V. 
V.l. Now we recall a proposition from T9]f needed later 
(Lemma 3.1 in C9]): 
Proposition: Let G ? H be functors, (io: G —> H a 
monotransformation, f; X —.> 7 a mapping. If either X 4s 0 
or G is regular, then no x 6 HCX) satisfies 
.(* ) tHc^)3(x) c ̂ ycacy>)-rHCf)3 C ^ C G O O ) ) . 
An easy proof is given in 19}. 
V.2. Proposition: Let a regular functor G be a subfunctor 
of a functor H . If H preserves either a) equalizers or 
b) sets of fixed points or c) preimages or d) intersections 
up to 4H> or e) separating systems up to 444» } then G also 
preserves them. 
Proof: Let AL I G —* H be a mono transformation. 
For shortness we shall suppose that all (i>x are inclusions. 
All G (<&x ) are monomorphisms since all R(i$x) are mono-
morphisms. a) b) will be proved together: itnrvm eq,(ffg,) 
(or, moreover, f ia a monomorphism, respectively), f tq, : 
; X—> y , put A * ix € Jf J 4(*)m &(*) , 3 m {X € G t t ) j 
. I G C f ) J ( * ) « C G C 9 J J C * ) ? - Than SCA)X c 
c l c G (X) n H (A)x . It x 6 G(X) rs H(A)K 
then x e GCA)^ by ( # ) . 
c) Let f * X - * y be a mapping, B c A, A - f 1 C * ) . 
( # ) yields easily that # C A ) X = G(X) A H C A ) X , 
G(3)y » G(Y) n H C B ) y . Thus G(A)X m tGCi)'
1 (G(3)y). 
d) is also easy. 
e) is trivial, the regularity of G need not be required. 
v*3- Propoaition: Let H be a functor. If every K<M %> 
preserves either equalizers or sets of fixed points or pre-
images or intersections up to 4*i> f then H alao preser-
ves them. 
Proof: If every H. VK preserves equalizers, then 
all H('&)x are monomorphisms. For, if CHC/i x̂ )l(cu) -=• c -s 
=s ZR C^)o 3 (£r) for some a,,Jb'eHC0) then, since 
H, m vv Ci?u) is a monomorphiam, necessarily a m £r. Now 
let f, qk ; X —* Y be mappings, A - s { x c X ; £ C-v) -
» 9.C*)l, 3 * {* e H C X ) > C H C - m C*)» CHC^JDC*,)? . 
Then obviously H ( A L c B . If z, s B , put (3? « H<a& Jr> . 
Then * e {* € GC X ) 5 CGCf )2Cx) - CGCgOJC*)* » GCA^ c HCA)X. 
The proofs concerning the preservation of sets of fixed points 
or preimages or interaections up to AH> are quite analogous. 
Note: An analogous statement on separating system does 
not hold. 
VI. 
In this part, some special functors will be investiga-
ted. 
VI.1. First we define the category W of filters: 
The category F' : Objecta are all pairs < M , T > , whare 
either < M , T> — < p , < 01 > or & ia a filter on a non-
void art it j morphiama from <,M , ?> to < .tf , <0. > are all 
mappings f : M — * K with *-1CC) € f for all G a ^ . 
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The category F is a factor category of F*« F** -* T** 
and f , < ^ « F ' C < M , f > 9 <M, <%.>) determine the 
same morphism of F (denoted by f + <££ 9."*" respectively) 
iff f/p a &/„ for some T s F . 
The category IF is studied in [41> where its concreteness 
is proved. The following proposition is also given in C4J: 
Proposition: A morphism f + e F U M , - * ^ , < H, <&> ) 
is an epimorphism (or a monomorphism) of F iff f CF) « *€JC 
for all F c T (or iff there is F « & such that */p is 
an injection, respectively). 
VI.2. Definition: Let £, ; S —+ F be the full embedding 
with £ C X ) - = - < X ? « C X f > for every set X 6 S
0"" . Let 
< M , y > e F ° % M * 0 - Denote by &M r : S - * S 
the functor ft^^C-) » F C < M, ?" > , & ( - ) ) . 
VI.3- Proposition: There is a 1-1-correspondence between 
transformations from &*,-,. to 4^ « and elements of 
F ( < M , y > > < W ,
c ^ > ) . Mono transformations correspond 
to epimorphisms, epitransformations to monomorphisms. 
Proof: If g> t &H — • ^ M r ia * tr*nllformi»-
tion, take the mapping X % M —• H with <p (id* ) m A.+ . 
It is easy to see that AT1 ( S ) « ^ for all G « ^ . 
VI.4. Proposition: Every flM ~ preserves equalizers. 
Proof: is easy. 
VI.5. Let yW4* be an infinite cardinal. We recall that a fil-
ter & is said to be Mi. -complete if C\ X « $ whenever 
X m SB 
-£«-
all X are in & and ccuvd 3£ <: AM. . 
Proposition: The following properties of a functor 
dL _ are equivalent: 
(i) ® M IT preserves products up to M4. • 
(ii) $.. ̂  preserves separating systems up to AH. : 
(iii) $^ ^ preserves intersections up to AM* J 
(iv) the filter T is AH- -complete. 
Proof: (i) ===> (ii) is trivial, (ii) -===> (iii) follows 
from III.12. (iii) -===> (iv): Denote H « Q M », . Let a? c 
c &, £ =# 0, co^6 « - : ^ . P u t y s n X , denote by 
t y ; V" ~> M the inclusion. Obviously, (id. )+e H C X ) M 
for all X € £ , consequently (idM)+G H (Y )M . Then 
necessarily M / « -* ty * ̂ /p for SQme F € -T and *. : 
{ .M-^ Y. Thus, F c Y and consequently Y e & . 
(iv) ««> (i) is evident. 
Corollary: Every AM ^ preaerves limits of finite 
diagrams. 
VI.6. The following functors are considered, e.g., in ill, 
C9J,C12J: 
The functor Hi M (X ) «• { H c X $ Z 4* 0 } j if -f: X~» X 
is a mapping, INI C-f1) : INI CX) —> HLY) is the mapping with 
C M ( D K E ) - -P(Z) . 
The functor Ni : If ̂  > 2 is a cardinal, M^ is a 
aubfunetor of M with Ni^ ( X ) - c { H c X j Z 4 » 0 , 
COJt-d* Z •* 444* } . 
The functor $ r If X it t. s«tr # CX) ia the set of all 
filtara on X % if f t X — * Y ia a mapping, W e § CX) , 
C#(-f)]Cr) * CI c Y ; f*CZ)e ?f or, equivalently, 
l§ Cf )1 CW) is the filter on f with the base 
The functor ffh : It is a subfunctor of $ such that 
P (X ) is the set of all ultrafilters on X . 
VI.7. Proposition: The functors M } Nl^. preserve in-
tersections and preimages. They do not preserve sets of fi-
xed points. 
Proof: is easy. 
VI.8. Proposition: The functor (j2> preserves preimages and 
sets of fixed points. 
Proof: /ft evidently preserves preimages. The preser-
ving of sets of fixed points follows easily from the follo-
wing theorem, proved in C2J-C3J- if f : X —* X is a map-
ping, then X — X0 v X u . X2 u X^ , where X^ 
(i** 01.«,, 3 ) are disjoint, XQ » {* 6 X> fix ) =* x 1 and 
.fiXj)r\X.-0 tor i ** 4, 2, 3 . 
VI. 9* Lemma: Let N he the- set of all natural numbers, 
Ai A hjl m 0 , i m 4, 2, ..., fr . 
Then P - XJ A <> A- x 3- ) * 0 -
Proof: Suppose .3 • « If - A • . Put T » P - .U (A x 3>. ) . 
For every m e M put ̂ = { - 1 •, /n e A ^ } , Since K ^ c 
c { 4, 2,.„,H ? there are 41 y g, € M f 41 *** q^ such, that 
K^-K^.Thus, <i*,9%> • 7 . 
VI.10. Proposition: The functor ffi doea not preserve coun-
table intersections and equalizers. 
-i6i-
Proof: fl evidently does not preserve countable 
iriteraections. We prove that fi does not preserve equali-
zers. Let H be the aet of all natural numbers.. P » 
.~tf*<tl-i<<nfm,)% m, e N S, *, 9- - P—» .Af, -fY</irt, ai>.) ~ m, 
fy(< an, m*>) mm*. Then IJL m eo^C-f, 9.) . We show 
that 1>L % 4= ea C$ C«f) . fl(a,)) . Let F be an ultrafilter 
containing all sets P - ,U/ (AJ X B» ) . where A* m 
3± c i/ , A^ n B^ • 0 . It is eaay to aee that 
C ̂3 C* )1(T) m Cfl(g,)l(?) . 
VI.11. Proposition: The functor $ preserves pre-
images. It does not preserve countable interaections and 
sets of fixed points. 
Proof: is easy. 
VII. 
Here we give a characterization of functors preserving 
preimagea or equalizers. The connections between preserving 
of pullback diagrams, preimagea, finite producta and equa-
lizers, seta of fixed pointa are clarified. 
VII.1. Definition: Let H be a functor, <x, X> be not dis-
tinguished. Put H*'x - *A c X j x e H(A> X J . 
VII.2. Propoaition: R*>* ia a filtar. 
Proof: If A , 3 m H.*' * , then A n B 4 0 aince 
<X9 X X ia not distinguished (aee II.4). Then A n 3 e. 
€ H*>* f aince H-IA r\ &\ « H C A ) ^ nH(3)x . 
VII.3.Propoaition: If f -. X-+ Y , LHCf)l (x) * ^ , 
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<x, X>, <<y>9 Y) are not diatinguiahed, then fCA) e H^*
y 
for every A e H*'* . 
Proof: is evident. 
VII.4. Proposition: A functor H preserves intersections 
up to MP iff H is regular, all H(i5 ) are monomorph-
isms and if H K , X is MP -complete for every non-dis-
tinguished < «x , X > . 
Proof: is easy. 
VII.5. Proposition: The following properties of a separa-
ting functor H are equivalent: 
(i) H preserves preimages; 
(ii) if f i X ~> Y , iH CfU (x) « ^ , then 
C$Cf)3 CHX,X) = K*",y j 
(iii) the mappings ^ ; H CX) —> § CX)f g?„C#) » H*'* form 
a natural transformation cp : H —• $ j 
(iv) if f,^ : X -* y , T H C f >](*> • C K C ^ U U ) , then 
C#U)2CR*' X) * C# C^ICX***) . 
Proof: If H is separatingr then all H C^x ) are 
monomorphiams and K preaervea finite intersections, 
(i) = > (ii): Let f : X —* Y be a mapping with 
CHCf )3C*) m nfr . We have to prove oc) if B e H^r , then 
f*C»> 6 tf*>* j /3) if 3 c Y , f'c») 6 H*>* , then 
B € H*" y . 
oc) is an easy conaequence of the fact that H preserves 
preimagea, /J) followa from VII.3.. 
(ii) wm& (iii) ia evident, 
(iii) —am> (iv) ia evident, 
(iv) =r> (i): Let H do not preserve preimagea. 2toen 
-i*V-
t h e r e i s (see I I I . 7 ) a s u r j e c t i o n f; X —* Y , a s e t £ c 
cY and a po in t a e CH Cf )3*1 C H CB)y ) - H C A ) X , where 
A ss f~*C3) . Choose an i n j e c t i o n I i Y —> X with 
* * t - idy . Put ir=r CHCfHCo,), C - sCHCZnCW . Then 
CHC A • f ) l C a ) » c , C H C f n C o , ) * CHCf)3Cc) - £r and, 
s ince X ( B ) c A , C i s an element of HCA)X . Let 
iv ; A —*• X be the i n c l u s i o n , ft : X—* A be a mapping 
with K o {, « idA . Since c e H C A L , we have 
(H(i « / t ) ] Cc ) » c . We have CH (q,) 3 C c ) - c for 
g f « . < / * / * - > , £ * f . Put <gp » f o 9.. . Then CH Cf )3 Co,) » ira-
*- t H ( > ) 3 Co.) . But C#Cf)3CH a"X ) * C f C ^ J CH*"*) . 
For , B => (j- CX) and hence 3 e i $ C g.) I CH a , X ) , but 
B £ C $ C f ) J C K a ' ) because the converse impl ies 
f"* CB) e H a , X , i . e . a e H ( A ) X which i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
Coro l l a ry : A functor G p r e se rves preimages i f f G — 
* C M v H , where H i s s e p a r a t i n g and s a t i s f i e s Cii) - Civ) 
from the p r o p o s i t i o n . 
V I I . 6 . P r o p o s i t i o n : Let V *. $x —•> H be a t ransforma-
t i o n , 1> Ct4» ) * x , <xf X > be not d i s t i n g u i s h e d . Let 
f, $>> i X —• y be mappings, wi th */^ « ^ / ^ for some 
A 6 H*'K . Than *>y ( f ) - » y C9-) . 
Proof: i s e v i d e n t . 
V I I . 7 . P r o p o s i t i o n : The fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s of s e p a r a t i n g 
fone to ra H a r e e q u i v a l e n t : 
( i ) H p r e s e r v e s e q u a l i z e r s ; 
( i i ) i f f,<j,. X - » y , C H C f ) 3 C * ) - t H t f r U C * ) then % ***/A 
fo r soma A « M*fX . 
( i i i ) H<M H>
 tf ft^ ^ j ( . f o r every a a t X and 
- i € 4 -
every x e H (X) • 
(iv) H » U (J, , where 2 is a class and for every 
us 7 l* ' 
L € 3 there is an C M, , fr ) e F^ with £ ~ fiM *, -
Proof: H is supposed to be separating, consequent-
ly all H C ^ ) are monomerphisms. 
(i) .==.> (ii): Put A « ix e X j * C*) » 9-C* ) > . Then x e 
e{aj€H(X)j Ih(f)Mx) = E W C^)3 (»)} ~ H c A ) x and 
consequently J4 € H*' X . 
(ii) =-=.-> (iii): The natural transformations* Qv UM x —• H ^ 
with 3>x (̂ "t ) -= x is obviously a natural equivalence.* 
(iii) =-> (iv) is evident, 
(iv) ==> (i) follows by VI.4, V.2 and V.3. 
Corollary: A functor G preserves equalizers iff 
G ^ CM v H where H is separating and satisfies 
(ii) - (iv) from the proposition. 
VII.8. Proposition: If a functor preserves equalizers then 
it preserves preimages. 
Proof: If a functor <x preserves equalizers, then 
^ °* C w v H where H is aeparating and satisfies (ii) 
from VII.7. Consequently H satisfies (iv) from VII.5• 
VII.9* Proposition: The following properties o£ H 
are equivalent: 
(i) H preserves limits of finite diagrams; 
(ii) H ia connected and preaervea pullback diagrams; 
(iii). H preaervea finite products and H *¥• t 0 i * 
Proof:The implication*.. (I) **£ (ii), .(ii)j *-••-> (iii) 
are eaay, (iii) «--*» li) followa from IV.4 and III.11. 
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VII.1C. Remark: 1) Consequently the following assertions 
about a functor H are equivalent: 
(i) H preserves pullback diagrams; 
(ii) H « V H , every H, preserves finite pro-
ducts and H, -£ Cft d . 
2) One can prove easily the equivalence of the follo-
wing assertions: 
(i) H preserves limits of all diagrams \xp to 4H. ; 
(iiJ H preserves products up to *H> and H & CA M » 
VII.11. The connection between preserving of pullback dia-












means preserving of pullback diagrams; 
» » « preimagea; 
" " H finite intersections; 
n * " equalizers; 
w " " sets of fixed points; 
» » » equalizers of pairs of mono-
mer phi sms. 
ìбб 
The indicated implications and their compositions are 
true, and there are no others valid. 
The implications. oo- =P fi =•*> y 9 cf=sp> e> *"** \ are 
t r iv ia l , cc m+ cT follows from VII.10 and VII.9, cT«-i> /3 
follows from VII.8. Now we prove i£ =-=̂  y ; l e t a func-
tor H preserve equalizers of pairs of monomorphisms and 
do not preserve f inite intersections; there i s necessarily 
a c e HCA)X n HCB>X - HCA n h) x for some A , B c L 
But then A n h » 0 . Choose monomorphisms f, 0- ? X —> Y 
with n&x m e ^ Cf, $,) , T.hen, since < c ; X > i s dist in-
guished, CHCf )3Cc) at ZH (q,)] (c) . Consequently c € 
€ H ( 0 ) ^ , which i s a contradiction. 
VII•12. Examples: 
(f ?=£=$> oo example: the factorfunctor of 0? v Q^ (whe-
re Q* ? Q* are two different copies of fl ) given by 
the relation < x 9 x >* ^ <x,x>
1 
Y, /3 vs&ily t,cr9 oo exampLe: a l l the functors JM^, IN. . 
j 9 £ --5^=>/3 , example: the factorfunctor of $ 3 given by 
the relation < xf ty, n^> ^ < x , ^ , *+. > . 
g, ==-£-> cT 9 example: the functor /$ or the factorfunctor 
of fl3 given by the relation < x9 <&,ty,> ~ <<&,*,<&>. 
^ ==/=> £, ^ example: the factorfunctor of flN given by 
the relation < * , , * 2 , * 3 , \9>» > ~ < ^ , ^ , * 2 , JC$/ ^ , . - , > 
VII.13. Some further implications are valid under certain 
assumptions, for example: i f a functor preserves f in i te 
sums then i t preserves preimages and sets of fixed points. 
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VII. 14. Wt aay that a functor H la ganarattd by finita 
aata if Jf CJC) » , U w ZHCf )2 (H(M) ) , or, tqui-
ft M -¥ X 
valtntly, if H ii • factorfunctor of aema. V 6L , wha-
rt J ia a att and all ML art finite aata. 
Propoiition: Let H bt a functor gtntrattd by finitt 
aata. If H preserves tqualiztra of pairs of monomorphisms 
than it prtatrvta atta of fixtd pointa. 
Proof: 1) Lot H bt a functor gtntrattd by finitt 
atta and lat H prtatrvt tqualiztra of pairs of monomorph-
isms. Than all HCtM^ ara monomorphiama a If H doaa not 
pre&wv atta of fixad points, than thtrt ia f t X ~~+ X 
and a c HCX) - H(A)K with CHCf)J(a) - a , whtrt 
A » <«x € X , t(x) * ^ i , Dtnott by t̂  : A -* X tht in-
cluaion. Chooaa M finitt, mv e H (M), $p: M —> X with 
£H(p)l(<m,)m a . Dtnott by i> : $M —* H tht tranaforma-
tion with VM Ctci^ ) » /rn . Claarly> if p>' i M —* X , 
$x (&) •* $x (y>
%) than $?* doaa not factor *•* through t̂  . 
2) Put % » <p(M) u 4 * g> (M) , danott by tR t 
: 3t —<* Jf tha incluaion. Chooaa a mapping 9,.' K *~* K 
auch that 9-C*) *• *Ca?) whtntvtr . g « g» C M ) ,< ^C«)€ 
e 9 CM ) n f ' (z ) whtntvtr * e f « g>(M) - p C M ) . 
Dtnott by, f : M - ^ & tht mapping dtfinad by t,R « y ** p . 
Than t,^« 9. # y • f - 9 , conaaquantly 
I H C ^ ) ! C^R C y ) ) . % ( ? ) * Px (*^)«CHCt,R)JC^C^y))# TMa 
yialda ^ Cy) - *f (Q, • y ) . Put B** {* 6 Hj q,(x)» xf, 
ltt t,ft i B —* H bt tht incluaion. Cltarly B c A , and 
conatqutntly c« * t* fact or a through t^ , 
It f' 1 M —* R , ^ Cy) - >̂  (y*-) » than, y ' cannot 
factor through L^ btcauaa uR © y
f doaa not factor 
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through t̂  » For, i> CtR® Y ' ) « P̂  (un ° y) - *̂  (> > . 
3) Let C be the aet of all pointa of all cyclea of 
the mapping g, (i.e. C ia the greatest subset of R with 
9-Cc) m C )» let tc * C —• R be tha inclusion. Since 
R is finite* there ia a natural number <Q> auch that 
<£* o u m t j then there ia a mapping jo ; R «-* C with 
gf« u ° g> . Let it $ C —* C be the mapping with t, * fa* * 
« ̂ . o tw . Put ^ » JP o f , conaequently f H Ct- ) J (t>c (Jh ° % ))» 
-. ̂  Ccc • ̂  • ̂  > • >>R C^. . tc • ̂  ) • P« Cg*-*
1 * ip > ~ 
» ^ C ^ * r > * *>R Ctc • £> * r > - CHCcc) 3 (i>c C%)) 
which implies 7>c (to, • % ) m i>Q (%) . Put 3s {x e C )HCx)**?, 
let ts_; D —* C be the inclusion. Since 3 c 3 , t. © t 
ly C 3> 
factors through tfc . The mapping it is not an identity 
because r̂ does not factor through t_ . For, since 
i)R C y). • i>n (g^o v) * PR C^ <» 4;), <£ © ;[ cannot factor 
through t̂  . But to, is an infection and tH(to*)1 (i>c 0£))» 
m *fc^>; >£^C> € HCJ))C ; which ia a contradiction. 
VIII. 
Now, we daacribe the functors preserving aeparating 
ayatema up to -^ or products up to M*> 
VIII. 1. Lemma; Let %+: <Ml> %> —> <M, .F>, * - 4, J2 , 
be epimorphiama in F . Then there ia a pullback-puahout 
diagram in F , aay 
^ <M2 ,^> - " ? 
- i $ 9 -
X* and A* are epimorphisms. If T and j£ are 
4U> -complete, so is ^ . 
Proof: Put Z « i<tm.19mt,l > € Ji^ x Mz > 3J (m^ ) * ̂  (w2) 1 , 
X. «<m.„, "*,*>)* m.. 3 I * 49 2 i --«* ^ D e t h e filter with 
% I ' M , 1* ' ' ' 
the base { ̂  CP^ ) n ^ CIJ ) • ̂  6 £ , F̂  6 f J . Then 
< Z 7b&> y X* ? A* have the required propertiea. 
VIII.2. Lemma: Let H « G^ u ft be a functor such that 
ists a mono transformation of H into some fl ^ . If £ 9 
£ are ̂  -complete, so is # . 
Proof: follows easily from the previous lemma and VI.3. 
VIII.3. Propoaition: Le.1 4M* ha an. infinite cardinal. The 
following propertiea of H are equivalent: 
(i) H preserves separating systems up to AH. J 
(ii) H -* C^ A v S where ff « U fi, J it i 
&%% tfj i' 
class and 
a) for every L e J , GL ~ <AM ~ where ^ 
is ^ -complete; 
b) for every <*„ , u e 0 , G, n ft « .. U ^ ft •, 
c) if J'c J , couuC 09** *u>, Ut G^ G G, n G, 9 
then there is a u* s J with U, ft c ff, c ft n ff . 
Prc-of: (i) •*-*£ (ii): If H preserves separating sys-
tems up to AH, 9 then H ~ C^ - v ff ., where ff ie~ 
separating, preserves equalizers and intersections up to *H* 
(aee IV.4, III.11, III.12). Denote, by J the class of all 
L m <x9 X> where x € ff C X ) and put. GL » G<M x ^ . 
Then Gc ~ Q x ^ for the AM* -complete filter ^ « ff*>* 
(see V.2, VII.7, VI.5). One can verify that ff, have all 
-if*'-
the required properties. 
(ii) saraŝ  (i): Let H satisfy ths assumptions of (ii). It 
is sufficient to prove that G preserves separating sys-
tems up to AU> » Let < X % i g^ ', oc e A f be a separating 
system, baxxL A < AU- . Suppose there are a^, cu^ m OCX) 
with r G ^ H C O i - ) * <%, - £ $ (9^)1 (a^ for all 
oc c A . Choose ^, t̂  c 0 such that a^ e Ĝ  (X) , 
a,9 e G CX) . Then there is a ta e J with Jbr m G, CX) 
for all at e A and G, c G, n G. . Let K = K„ u X, be 
a functor and i> * X — • 6. u G. be an epitransforms-
tion such that the domain-range-restrictions v1 : K, —• G , 
/ t X. - > G, -<3 
7 
*2 
' , >r * L n I -> G. are natural equiva 
lences. Put K? » K. A K £ , choose C^ €, K^ (X ) with 
^ Cc^ ) -» O^ , -£ -» 4, 2 j choose a ^ c K 3 C X ) such that 
>> Cd ) « iXgr for a11 * 6 ^ • Since K is embeddable 
into some 0i9 ^ with X Mi* -complete (see VIII.2), 
M, SO 
it preserves separating systems up to AH* . Consequently 
C m c2 because C K C g ^ K c , ) * fl^ « C X C ^ J J C c ^ • 
Thus, a^ » a 2 . 
VIII.4. Note: If the class J from VIII.3 is a set, then, 
of course, the functor G is small. The problem, whether 
there is a big functor which preserves separating systems 
up to 44i~ , is easy under the assumption of an existence of 
a proper class of measurable cardinals. (We recall that a 
cardinal jv > tfo is called measurable if there is a 
non-trivial /ft -complete ultraf ilter on the set <f% .) 
Then, take for every cardinal *ft, & AH* a couple < P, 2P> 
where !P is a non-trivial AX -complete ultrafilter on a 
set P and put G m KJ G^ where GL --* flL, -. and 
for every jv, <fi9p ^v =£ y ,
9 ̂ the interaection <3L n G^f 
ia naturally equivalent to I (i.e. all &p ^ are gluad 
along the diagonal). 
Without any aet-theoretical aeeumption: even an exia-
tence of a big equalizer-preserving functor seems to be un-
known. 
VIII.5. Proposition: Let AH> be an infinite cardinal. The 
following properties of H are equivalent: 
(i) H preserves products up to AH. ; 
(ii) either H m CB or H ** CA A or H ** CA or H -v Of i 1 
«. LJ H. where J ia a claaa and 
a) for every L € 3, H, — (Stu <*, where #" ia **<.-
complete; 
b) if 39 c J , tojudi £ff <<• AU» , then there exists 
c e J with ^ , Ht, c Kt . 
Proof: (i) =-==-.> (ii): If H preserves products up to 
m> f then either H m Cff or H ^ C0 i or H « ^ or 
K is separating, preserves equalizers and intersections 
up to AM* (aee IV.4. III.il, III.12). Denote by J the 
c l a a a o f a l l i*m<xfX>fxeH(X) andLput K^ -» H ^ x> 
(ii) .=> (i): Let H m U H, aatiafy a) b) from (ii). 
Let *CX,at , ot € A ? be a collection of aeta, < X ^ < ^ * 
oc € A ? > its product, ocuusi A <L AH* . Choose .* c 
€ H (X^ ) for all cc e A . Then there axiata a t e J 
such that *x_ e G. (X^) for. all ot m A . Since G 
preserves products up to AH* , there exists an ^ e &LCX) 
with r 6t ( *•«-,> 3C* ) • .x̂  . If I.HC^)l-(a) -. 
* CH(^ C )3 (4^) for all . oc e A and aome a., i r e 
c H (3f ) , one can. chooae u m 0 aueh tJtat 
- I« t -
a,, kr e Gg CX) . Then, necessarily, *, m Ar . 
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